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The Audi Connection Connects to its Customers with NCompassTrac

As a recognized Audi Magna Elite Dealer, The Audi Connection has demonstrated that it is
considered the best of the best. Given the stringent criteria of not only providing superlative
customer service and overall business performance, the Magna award also includes high
customer satisfaction scores and high quality facilities and attention to detail.

Cincinnati, Ohio (PRWEB) April 19, 2016 -- To further expand upon the excellence of the dealership, the Audi
Connection has selected NCompassTrac Premier Rewards Platform to honor their customers. “The fabric of our
dealership and brand are interwoven with excellence and quality” states Travis Frazier, Service Director for the
Audi Connection. Further adding; “we selected the NcompassTrac Rewards Platform as a part of that fabric to
bond our customer experience with our excellent track record”.

Using NcompassTrac, The Audi Connection will rewards its customers with points and specials to further assist
them in achieving the best quality of service for the most attractive price and giving them great reason to
continue to look to the dealership to satisfy all of their automotive needs. “We are extremely pleased to have
The Audi Connection as a member of our ever growing rewards network” says Zach Lyons, Vice-President,
Sales, NCompassTrac. “In working with their team, we can completely understand how they are recognized as
a leader in the Audi community.”

Customers in the Hamilton County or in the neighboring Montgomery, Blue Ash, and Kenwood areas will all
be welcomed to the Premier Rewards Program and should look to receive a Premier Rewards Card in the mail.
Anyone who wishes to join the program that has never had the pleasure to visit The Audi Connection can sign
up online at www.theaudiconnection.com or by calling the dealership directly.
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Contact Information
Todd Holbrook
NCompassTrac LLC
http://www.ncompasstrac.com
+1 949-874-4771

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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